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E
xpanding remote and mobile workforces 

are bringing a gigantic wave of personal 

devices into the workplace. As the 

demand for a bring-your-own-device 

(BYOD) policy intensifies, many IT organizations 

are considering virtual desktop infrastructure 

(VDI) deployment. VDI allows organizations to 

nimbly and cost-effectively support a mobile 

workforce while extending the efficiency of server 

virtualization to the desktop environment.

Desktop virtualization offers organizations an 

opportunity to deploy an infrastructure for client 

computing that streamlines management of client 

devices, helps enhance security and compliance, 

and provides a consistent user experience. It 

separates the OS, applications, and end-user 

data from physical client devices, enabling IT 

organizations to gain maximum control over the 

client environment.

Centralized management of virtual desktops 

helps simplify deployment, software updates, 

and patch management. It also helps reduce 

hardware refresh cycles, which can minimize 

desktop provisioning capital and operating costs. 

Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) helps simplify provisioning  

and management of desktops and personal computing devices. 

Dell™ EqualLogic™ PS Series hybrid arrays offer intelligent,  

scale-out storage that is well suited for VDI deployment.

By Chhandomay Mandal

Hybrid storage intelligence  
for agile desktop virtualization 
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VDI fosters device flexibility that helps 

organizations cost-effectively support the 

growing use of handheld and mobile end-

user devices, which can enhance workforce 

productivity. In addition, centralized data 

storage keeps end-user data in the data 

center to help ensure data security and 

regulatory compliance.

Although potential total cost of 

ownership (TCO) benefits are significant, VDI 

deployments often require organizations to 

make an up-front investment to procure the 

servers, networking, and storage necessary 

for a successful implementation. For some 

organizations, this investment may be a 

barrier to VDI adoption.

In particular, cost and management 

associated with storage for VDI deployments 

can be a significant challenge. VDI storage 

requires the capacity to store not only 

desktop virtual machines, but also the 

associated end-user application data. Storage 

for VDI should also deliver the performance 

necessary for handling utilization spikes of 

short duration—I/O storms—such as those 

generated when large numbers of virtual 

desktops are booted simultaneously or 

hundreds of end users log in or log off at 

the same time.

Dell EqualLogic PS Series Internet 

SCSI (iSCSI) hybrid storage area network 

(SAN) arrays are designed to minimize the 

cost and complexity of storage and are 

well suited for VDI environments. These 

hybrid arrays combine both solid-state 

drives (SSDs) and traditional hard disk drives 

(HDDs) in the same chassis and include 

features such as automated data tiering and 

centralized management tools to support 

efficient VDI deployments. EqualLogic 

PS Series hybrid arrays can be integrated 

with VMware® and Citrix® virtual desktop 

software to further enhance management 

and provisioning capabilities.

Optimizing capacity and efficiency 

Combining SSDs and HDDs in a single Dell 

EqualLogic PS Series hybrid array enclosure 

helps optimize performance, capacity, and 

scalability for the multitiered workloads that 

characterize VDI deployments. Intelligent 

EqualLogic PS Series software with 

automated tiering capabilities places the 

frequently accessed base desktop virtual 

machine image on low-latency, high-

performance SSD storage to help ensure 

maximum performance. Less frequently 

accessed data such as end-user application 

files are placed on low-cost, capacity-

optimized HDDs, enabling organizations to 

meet VDI performance demands without 

costly overprovisioning.

Administrators can take advantage of 

the virtualized, scale-out EqualLogic PS 

Series hybrid array storage architecture 

to roll out VDI deployments in phases as 

their needs grow and without disruption 

in availability or performance. Additionally, 

robust management and reliability features 

help ensure extremely high availability and 

rapid recoverability.

EqualLogic PS Series hybrid arrays are 

currently available in three models. Dell 

EqualLogic PS-M4110XS series hybrid arrays 

provide a blade form factor suitable for a 

comprehensive, self-contained VDI solution 

within a modular and compact blade 

enclosure. Together with Dell PowerEdge™ 

blade servers and Dell Force10™ blade 

switches, these hybrid blade arrays create a 

data center in a box for VDI deployments. 

This approach helps organizations reduce 

virtual desktop deployment and operational 

costs through efficient use of switching 

resources, minimized cabling, and 

consolidated management. A hybrid of 2 TB 

SSD and 5.4 TB serial attached SCSI (SAS) 

Figure 1. EqualLogic PS Series hybrid array options for different virtual desktop workload environments
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drive capacity offers a performance-to-capacity 

ratio well suited for efficient, high-density, 

compact form factor VDI deployments with a 

comprehensive, converged compute, networking, 

and storage infrastructure (see Figure 1).

Dell EqualLogic PS6110XS and EqualLogic 

PS6100XS series hybrid arrays are designed 

to offer VDI-optimized storage. Combined 

high-performance SSD capacity and capacity-

optimized SAS drives provide a hot-to-warm 

data ratio that is optimized for high-performance 

virtual desktop environments. These environments 

include medium and large VDI deployments with 

mixed end-user profiles, including profiles for 

task workers, knowledge workers, and power 

users. SSD capacity is available for frequently 

accessed desktop virtual machine data, while 

end-user application data can be stored on 

capacity-optimized drives in either of these 

arrays or in preexisting capacity located on 

other EqualLogic PS Series arrays. In addition 

to automatic tiering within the hybrid arrays, 

EqualLogic PS Series software can automatically 

tier data across arrays based on utilization rates 

when multiple arrays are deployed.

Dell EqualLogic PS6510ES and EqualLogic 

PS6500ES series hybrid arrays can be an excellent 

fit in organizations deploying VDI environments 

that are smaller in scale and less-demanding 

virtual desktop deployments than medium or 

large VDI environments. One example is VDI 

for task workers. These arrays also provide 

additional storage suitable for other capacity-

oriented consolidation workloads within a single 

array. Substantial SSD capacity helps support 

high-performance, low-latency desktop virtual 

machine storage. Large-capacity nearline SAS 

drives provide cost-effective high capacity for less 

frequently accessed end-user application files and 

other consolidation workloads.

Integrating storage and virtual  

desktop environments 

Dell EqualLogic PS Series hybrid arrays offer  

tight integration with VMware View™ and  

Citrix XenDesktop® desktop virtualization software 

that enables organizations to utilize advanced 

automation and optimized storage functionality in 

their VDI environments. 

EqualLogic PS Series hybrid arrays include 

the EqualLogic Virtual Desktop Deployment 

Utility (VDDU), which integrates EqualLogic 

PS Series thin clone technology with View for 

rapidly deploying space-efficient virtual desktops 

directly from the VMware vCenter™ console. 

In addition, VMware vStorage application 

programming interfaces (APIs) for Array 

Integration (VAAI) enables the VMware vSphere® 

virtualization platform to offload tasks such as 

comprehensive, hardware-accelerated data 

copy and hardware-assisted volume locking 

to EqualLogic PS Series arrays. This integration 

enables organizations to streamline virtual 

machine provisioning, and helps enhance 

storage performance, reduce network traffic, 

and minimize host compute overhead.

To further enhance VDI performance and 

scalability, the Dell EqualLogic Multipathing 

Extension Module (MEM) for vSphere integrates 

with VMware vStorage APIs for Multipathing. 

MEM is designed to deliver fault-tolerant 

automated load balancing and intelligent 

management of multiple data paths without  

any additional configuration. 

Additionally, VMware View Storage 

Accelerator, available in View 5.1, helps enhance 

virtual desktop performance—especially during 

boot storms and other periods of high I/O 

activity. It helps reduce storage I/O loads with 

intelligent content-based read caching (CBRC) 

at the VMware ESXi™ server level. By decreasing 

I/O workloads per desktop, this feature enables 

enhanced desktop density per storage array. In 

a test conducted by Dell engineers at Dell Labs, 

View Storage Accelerator decreased the total 

read I/Os per second (IOPS) by 68 percent in a 

VDI environment supporting 800 end users on a 

single EqualLogic PS6100XS hybrid array.1

Citrix XenDesktop provides an end user–

centric, comprehensive approach to desktop 

1 Based on testing performed in August 2012 by Dell engineers at Dell Labs to measure IOPS levels in VDI environments integrated with View Storage 
Accelerator. For information on the test configuration, methodology, and results, visit dell.to/SfkSNT.
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virtualization that is designed to simplify 

desktop life-cycle management cost-

effectively. It offers several virtual desktop 

deployment models including Machine 

Creation Services and Provisioning 

Services. The automatic load-balancing 

and tiering capabilities of EqualLogic 

PS Series hybrid arrays optimize data 

placements for Machine Creation 

Services–based deployments; whereas, 

system-dedicated, write cache leveraging 

SSD drives in hybrid arrays helps deliver  

a significant performance boost for  

write-intensive Provisioning Services–

based solutions.

XenDesktop is designed to work well 

with widely used hypervisors including 

VMware vSphere, Citrix XenServer®, and 

Microsoft® Hyper-V® hypervisors. Deploying 

XenDesktop with vSphere leverages VAAI 

and advanced multipathing integration in 

EqualLogic PS Series arrays. For XenDesktop 

deployments running on Hyper-V, the Dell 

EqualLogic Storage Management Pack suite 

provides efficient VDI storage management 

through integration with Microsoft System 

Center Operations Manager and Microsoft 

Virtual Machine Manager.

EqualLogic PS Series hybrid arrays 

combined with Unidesk—leading-edge 

virtual desktop management software—offer 

cost-effective VDI for virtual desktops that 

require both persistence and customization 

for end users. Unidesk has a desktop 

layering technology that streamlines 

creating, patching, and supporting 

personalized desktops and delivering 

applications in a VDI environment. Layering 

OS, applications, and end-user files results 

in an I/O profile that is well suited for tiering. 

EqualLogic PS Series hybrid arrays are 

designed to provide optimum performance 

and capacity for these solutions to help 

increase end-user density and reduce 

storage costs for persistent desktops.

Measuring storage performance  

for virtual desktops 

Dell performs rigorous testing to create 

reference architectures for VDI platforms 

to provide organizations with guidelines 

regarding sizing and best practices for VDI 

deployments. For example, Dell engineers 

tested a VMware View virtual desktop 

environment deploying 450 virtual desktops 

on a single Dell EqualLogic PS-M4110XS 

hybrid blade array. The testing evaluated 

performance in several VDI deployment 

scenarios including a boot storm event and 

a login storm and steady state workload 

analysis for a task worker profile.2

Each virtual desktop was configured 

with one virtual processor, 1 GB RAM, one 

virtual network interface card (NIC), and 

a 25 GB base image. The Login Virtual 

Session Indexer (VSI) version 3.0 VDI 

performance benchmarking tool generated 

the desktop workloads. Each desktop was 

given a medium workload to simulate 

a typical task worker profile. System 

performance metrics were monitored 

using the following tools: 

•	 Dell EqualLogic SAN HeadQuarters (SAN 

HQ) to measure storage performance

•	 The VMware vCenter console to measure 

VMware ESXi hypervisor server performance

•	 Login VSI for measuring and analyzing 

virtual desktop performance

•	 Liquidware Labs Stratusphere UX to 

measure end-user experience

The I/O boot storm scenario was 

designed to simulate restarting all the 

desktops at once—for example, because 

of a systemwide outage. The 450 virtual 

desktops were restarted simultaneously 

from the vCenter console. The EqualLogic 

PS-M4110XS array delivered nearly  

8,000 IOPS, or approximately 18 IOPS 

per virtual machine, during peak load and 

a latency of less than 20 ms throughout 

the simulation for excellent storage 

performance (see Figure 2). Additionally, 

ESXi hosts showed no bottlenecks, and 

processor and network utilization were 

well within available capacity.

The login storm and steady state for 

a task worker scenario was designed to 

simulate frequent logins at the workday 

start and daily activity of task workers, 

2 Based on testing performed in June 2012 by Dell engineers at Dell Labs to evaluate performance for VDI deployment scenarios. The test configuration included a Dell PowerEdge M1000e blade 
enclosure housing eight Dell PowerEdge blade servers powered by Intel® Xeon® X5670 processors, four Dell PowerConnect™ M8024-k switches, and a Dell EqualLogic PS-M4110XS hybrid blade array. 
VMware View desktop virtualization software and monitoring tools were also included. Note: Actual results may vary based on configuration, usage, and manufacturing variability.

Figure 2. EqualLogic PS Series hybrid blade array performance during a simulated boot storm with 
simultaneous restart of 450 virtual desktops
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respectively. Login VSI was utilized to 

simulate a login storm of 450 end users 

connecting to virtual desktops within a 

span of 20 minutes, followed by a steady 

state medium workload simulation for each 

virtual desktop. During the login storm, the 

EqualLogic PS-M4110XS hybrid blade array 

delivered approximately 5,200 IOPS with 

latency always remaining substantially lower 

than 20 ms. At steady state, the EqualLogic 

PS-M4110XS hybrid blade array delivered 

approximately 3,450 IOPS, with both read 

and write latencies well below 20 ms 

throughout the test.

Deploying cost-effective  

desktop virtualization

Many organizations are responding 

to the influx of personal devices in 

the workplace—and the potential for 

heightening productivity while minimizing 

operating costs—by extending the benefits 

of server virtualization to the desktop. VDI 

deployment enhances business agility, 

security, and compliance; streamlines 

management of client devices; and helps 

improve performance and scalability. 

Yet, despite TCO and other benefits of 

VDI, storage and its management for VDI 

deployments can be challenging.

Dell EqualLogic PS Series hybrid 

arrays are designed to efficiently and 

cost-effectively support the performance, 

capacity, and scalability demands of VDI 

environments. Automated data tiering, 

integrated VDI management tools, and 

comprehensive EqualLogic PS Series 

software with enterprise-class features 

enable organizations to minimize cost 

and complexity for successful VDI 

deployments. EqualLogic PS Series hybrid 

arrays provide strong integration with 

widely used VDI software platforms, 

including VMware View and Citrix 

XenDesktop, to enhance virtual desktop 

provisioning and management.
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